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ABSTRACT

The purpose of this study klas to investigate the effect

of microcomputer literacy instruction on teacher attitudes

towards microcomputers in secondary schools in Kenya" The

study consisted of two groups of teachers, with the first

group having undergone a program of computer literacy and

the second having no prior computer experience.

The instrument used, Computer Attitude Scale, measures

attitudeS on four sub-scales: (a) computer anxietY, consist-

ing of anxiety toward or fear of. computers, (b) computer

confidence, related to confidence in ability to learn about

or use computers, (c) computer liking, meaning enjoyment or

liking of computers, and (d) perception of usefulness, con-

sisting of the perception of computers as helpful in one's

future work.

Results indicated that the two groups of teachers dif-

fered significantly in their computer anxietY, computer con-

fidence, and computer liking. However, and contrary to the

literature, the two groups of teachers in this study did not

significantly differ in their perception of usefulness of

computers,



CHAPTER I

I NTRODUCTI ON

This chapter is divided into two sections. The first
section outlines the objectives of the study, the statement

of the problem, the research questions, the significance of

the study and the definition of terms used in the study"

The second section provides background information on Kenya,

a general discussion of computers in the country and a dis-
cussion of the Àga Khan Computers in Education Project. The

acronym, CEPÀK, is used often in this study instead of the

full name of the Cornputers in Education Project of the Aga

Khan Foundation"

The Obiectives of the Study

The main purpose of this sLudy was to examine empiri-

cally the basic computer attitudes among high school teach-

ers involved in the Aga Khan Computers in Education Project

in Kenya and the extent to which these attitudes are influ-
enced by the computer Iiteracy instruction each of the

teachers in the project received. This study al-so examined

the extent to v¡hich variables such as teaching and computer



experience affect computer att.itudes and the use of comput-

ers.

Data were also collected that related to uses of micro-

computer technology in the educational system, integration

of computer technology in the classroom, related costs, gen-

eral knowledge of microcomputer capabilities among teachers

not in project, and informed views of future of technoJ.ogy

in the Kenya setting.

StaLement of the Problem

The problem in this study was to investigate the effect
of microcomputer literacy instruction on teacher attitudes
towards microcomputers in secondary schools in Kenya.

Justification of Studv

Implementing a microcomputer based curriculum is cur-
tailed by two kinds of problems as Moursund (1979) points

out. First are hardware, software and coursevrare problems"

The other depends upon knowledge of and attitudes of indi-
vidual teacher or school administrator. In this study, the

focus was on teacher knowledge of, and attitudes towards

microcomputers. These constraints were considered more

critical than hardware, software and courseware considera-

tions since:



Without knowledgeable teachers and supportive
administrators, progress will be painfully slow.
With them, progress is rapid, even in light of
inadequate hardware, software and courseware
(Moursund , 1979, p" 39 ) .

This study was an attempt to understand the relationships,
if anyr between teacher attitudes, microcomputer literacy
instruction, and usage of microcomputers among high school

teachers in Kenya.

The issue of teachers was seen to be critical since

they serve as the link between policy and students. The

strength of this link and the subsequent mass dissemination

of information technology would to a large extent depend on

the leveI at which teachers have been prepared. Preparation

here not only comprises acquisition of skills and knowledge

related to the technology but also acquisition of the right
att i tudes.

Four types of attitudes ïrere considered:

'l . Computer anxiety, consisting of anxiety toward or

fear of computers;

2" Computer confidence, related to confidence in the

ability to learn about or use computers;

3" Computer liking, meaning enjoyment or Iiking of com-

puters; and

4" Computer usefulness, consisting of the perception of

computers as helpful in one's future work.
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Other factors related to attitudes such as amount of

experience in using microcomputers, type of training
received, and general teaching experience were also studied.

It has been recognized that computer literacy is neces-

sary for society if it is to reap the benefits of science

driven industries (rary, 1983; Commonwealth Secretariat,
1987). As such it is critical that citizens become informed

of capabilities of computers. NaturaIly, development of

this avrareness should begin with students" This implies

that teachers in these schools should be in a position to

provide this new literacy to students. The teachers them-

sel-ves must become computer literate. However, before an

effective computer literacy program can be developed, a

study of the way teachers feel or think about the use of

microcomputers need to be undertaken, more sor in a third
world country such as Kenya" À thorough understanding of

teacher attitudes will help policy makers and those seeking

to implement a microcomputer-based curriculum to be more

effective.

It was felt that teacher input in the decision making

process was not only important, but also necessary for the

successful implementation of the microcomputer in the cl-ass-

room. Às microcomputer literacy and use became more impor-

tant in the educational process, the attitudes of teachers

would play an important role in the successful implementa-



tion of computer related components in the curriculum"

Since educational change depends oñ, among other things,

what teachers think (FuIlan, 1982), positive attitudes
increase the prospects of successful implementation and

adoption of technology in the school setting.

The Research Ouestions

The study gathered data that would help to answer the

f oIJ-owing research questions:

1. Do teachers who have had instruction in the use of

microcomputers differ in anxiety about computers from

teachers who have not?

2. Do teachers who have had instruction in the use of

microcomputers differ in confidence concerning using

computers from teachers who have not?

3" Do teachers who have received instruction in the use

of microcomputers differ in liking for computers from

teachers who have not?

4. Do teachers who have received instruction in the use

of microcomputers differ in perception of the useful-

ness of computers from teachers who have not?

In this study therefore, the main issue of concern was

to measure those variables, other than hardware and software

considerations that would act as barriers to successful
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implementation and adoption of computer technology within

the Kenya high school setting. These variables were identi-

fied as teacher anxietY, confidence, Iiking and perception

of usefulness of microcomputer technology"

Definition of Terms

Several terminolog

arnbiguous ' or onlY clea

situation in KenYa, are

ies whose meaning maY be either

r to someone who is intimate with the

defined in this section"

Computer Iiteracv

ThetermcomputerliteracyisSeenaSachangingcon_

cept because of rapid developments in the field (Fary,

19g3). As a result, there is no consistent definition in

the Iiterature. On one extreme, computer literacy may be

considered as involving establishing a certain degree of

comfort with computer related technology (t<Iassen' 1983)'

To the extreme of this are those who equate computer litera-

cy with computer programming (Johnson' 1980)'

In order to provide a comprehensive definition of com-

puter literacy, a task force $Ias seL up by the Minnesota

Educational Computing Consortium (MBCC) " The aim of this

task force vras to define computer literacy in terms of cog-

nitive and affective domains. consequently, six areas that

would comprise computer literacy vrere found: (a) hardware,
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(b) programming and algorithms, (c) software and data pro-

cessing, (d) apptication, (e) impact, and (f) attitudes,
values and motivation. According to this view, compuLer

Iiteracy is:
comprised of knowledge and higher leveI cognitive
abilities with regard to computer hardware, com-
puter programming and algorithms, softv¡are and
data processing, computer application and computer
impacts. Computer literacy would also include
attitudes, values and motivation as mediating com-
ponents of and supplements to cognitive skills and
abilities, without which acquisition of computer
literacy would be difficult if not impossible
(Randhawa & Hunt, 1 984, p. 2) "

This defini
both a knowledge

it may be argued

need to program

tion and the list developed by MECC require

of programming and use of computers" While

that a computer literate person does not

a computer but rather be able to use it
effectively (Randhawa & Hunt, 1984) , a Iimited knowledge of

the relationship between user, sof t\,¡are and hardware and how

software "ta1ks" to hardware may be necessary to "demystify"

the computer to those being introduced to the technology
(nary, 1983 ) .

For the purposes of this study, the following defini-
tion was considered appropriate:

Whatever understanding, skilIs and attitudes one
needs to function effectively within a given role
that directly or indirectly involves computers
(rary , 1983 p" 3),
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Approved teachers

These are high school teachers, in Kenya, who lack pro-

fessional teacher qualifications but are still regarded as

professionals. Most hold B"A. / A"Sc" degrees without teach-

ing qualifications. After long and productive service,

often ten years or more they become approved as profession-

als.

Before a teacher can be "approved" they are known as

"untrained teachers" since they lack professional teacher

qualifications. The teaching certificates they receive

remain temporary and must be renewed after a stipulated time

period, usually five years.

Trained teachers

These are Leachers who have professional designations

such as B.Ed. or B"A" / A.Sc. with professional teacher

training certificate such as Diploma in Education.

Tertiarv education

There are three levels of education in Kenya. These

are pr irnary , secondary and tert iary. Pr imary i s the equiva-

lent of grades one to eight; secondary or high school is the

eguivalent of grades nine to twelve. Tertiary education is
considered the third level of education which range from

universities to other institutions offering general or pro-

f essional qualif ications "
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Secondarv schools

These are equivalent to grades nine to twelve. The

term secondary school is used interchangeably with the term

high school "

Government universit ies

Kenya has four government universities. The universi-
ties operate as autonomous institutions under separate Uni-

versities Act of Parliament. Most of the funds come from

the government treasury with a revolving fund established to
provide student loans. Some funds come from private donors.

All other private universities operate under special char-

ters "

Country of Kenya

Backqround information

Kenya occupies a total of 583r000 sguare kilometers"

Over two-thirds of the country to the north east is arid or

semi-arid and therefore sparsely populated. Two-thirds of

the Kenyan population lives in the country's central, west-

ern and coastal regions. The current population is about 25

million, and with a birth rate of almost 4% it is projected

to reach 35 million by the year 2000.
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Kenya is divided into eight administrative provinces.

These are Coast, Central, Rift Valley, North Eastern, Nyan-

zd¡ Western, Eastern and Nairobi provinces. Out of these,

Rift Va1ley and North Eastern occupy two-thirds of the coun-

try) yeL are home to less than one-half of the population"

This means that some of the provinces, relatively speaking

are small and densely populated, thus making the provision

of services easier.

During the colonial period, the economic organization

of Kenyan society involved extensive farming by Europeans.

This system produced exports, foreign exchange and tax rev-

enues for the colonial government and incomes for the Euro-

pean settlers. Others benefited from the European settler-
oriented development as tradesmen and shopkeepers (¡sians)

and as unskilled labourers (africans). This socio-economic

organization, with its implied division of labour along

racial lines, vras jealously protected through discriminatory

legislation and a host of institutions. À stratified and

unequal school system based largely on race, reinforced the

occupational division of labour and the distribution of

income" Further colonial practice was to keep rural wages

low, while at the same time offering relatively higher urban

vrages" Greater emphasis was also put on the development of

urban areas such as Nairobi and other large towns.
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The end result of this development pattern was great

geographical inequalities and an urban economy geared to

meet the consumption patterns of the Europeans. This pro-

cess created a dual economy a formal sector characterized

by capital intensive and relatively large scale production

of goods and services for the high income groups (mostly

Europeans), and informal sectors characterized by reliance

upon indigenous resources and small scale production of

goods and services consumed largely by low income groups

(ttre majority being Äf ricans).

The most disturbing feature of this dualism was that by

independence, it had established the model life style to

which all who acquired certain academic qualifications could

aspire. At the time of independence in Kenya, âs in most

other Àfrican countries, it was the possession of the neces-

sary educational credentials that tended to determine and

justify selection to the elitist position left vacant in

public and private sectors by departing European administra-

tors.

This pattern of development provided a system of

rewards and incentives that buttressed the existing struc-
ture of education and acted as an extremely powerful cata-

lyst for its expansion. Education and even more education

became the route to the jobs and incomes of the formal sec-

tor. This was illustrated by the massive increase in school
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enrollments after independence, a rational response by peas-

ants to endow their children with an education through which

they could exploit the opportunities presented by the growth

of the economy and the process of Africanization.

Formal education structure

Despite receiving independence from Britain in 1963,

Kenya's educational system sti]1 retains some of its coloni-
al inheritance" English remains the official- medium of

instruction from grade three onwards" Even though there has

been some local adaptation of curriculum, especially in low-

er leve1s, a lot of colonial inheritance can still be seen

in areas such as school administration, teacher-student

rel-ationship, student discipline, and use of external exams

for promotion of the individual from one level to another.

Enrollment figures and number of institutions have

greatly expanded" In primary schools enrollment has signif-
icantly risen from less than one million in 1963 to nearly

five million in 1985 and is projected to rise to over seven

million by the year 2000. Secondary schools have been

expanded from about 150 in 1963 to 2,500 in 1985, while

there was no governmenL university in 1963, there are now

four government universities with a 1990 projected enroll-
ment of almost. 40r000 students.
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Kenya has phased out the 7-4-2-3 0 years of primaryr 4

of junior secondary, 2 of senior secondary and minimum of 3

years for university) structure and replaced it with the

8-4-4 cycle of education" At the end of both the primary

and secondary levels students sit for compulsory national

certificate examinations. This restructuring of the educa-

tional system was completed at the end of i989.

Education is controlled by the rninistry of education.

The Minister for Education is responsible for aII policy

matters concerning the ministry. It is the responsibility
of central government officers to control and inspect all
educational institutions to ensure that quality education is

being offered"

Growinq demand for schoolino

Several factors are considered to be related to the

explosive dernand of education in varying measures. Foremost

is Kenya's rapid population growth rate (approx " 4"0%), due

to a high birth rate and increased Iife expectancy. This

has resulted in high land pressure, land fragmentation, and

underemployment and unemployment in the rural areas" Many

rural families see schooling as the only alternative to eco-

nomic sufficiency"

À second factor is unemployment. The growing unemploy-

ment among high school graduates has led to a'diploma dis-
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ease. t À situation has been created where academically

overqualified people compete for jobs previously considered

too low for them. There is a continuing and growing demand

for higher qualification and certification,

Third, commercialization of the economy which has pene-

trated into formerly traditional subsistence economies.

Modern schooling has become necessary and essential for mod-

ern Iife styles. Coins and notes have replaced cows and

goats for bride price; bottled beer has replaced the tradi-
tional 'busaa' (Iocal brew made from cereals)"

Fourth, the declaration of primary education as a basic

right" This demand led to the Kenya government's endorse-

ment of Universal Primary Education in 1980" Àt the same

time, and in order to attract more children to school, the

government has continued to provide free school milk t.o all
primary school children as an additional incentive.

Ànother factor is colonial restriction and political

rhetoric" The restrictive colonial system left many people

illiterate who now populate the adult education classes.

AIso the struggle for political independence had heightened

the people's expectation for more and better educaLional

facilities, as fruits of 'Uhuru' (niswahili word for inde-

pendence).
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Lastly the acceptance of education and development as a

tier syndrome" It has been strongly and emphatically argued

that, for a a nation to develop faster, it must equip people

with the necessary knowledge and ski11s. Education is thus

seen as a key to growth and development.

By all standards, schooling in Kenya is a growth indus-

try. There are large enrollments at all levels" It is the

largest government department in terms of teaching staff,
auxiliary, back-up personnel, and administrators. The num-

ber of pupils and students engaged in schooling form a very

significant proportion of the total population. In schools,

congestion has become common" The teacher-student ratio in

many schools approaches 1 :50 or more.

The Ministry of Education is one of the largest consum-

ers of government expenditure. For example, in 1982 the

education sector took about 20.5% of current government

expenditure (utInSCO, 1984). Most of these funds are spent

on primary education" According to the UNESCO figures,
63.8% ot the Ministry of Education's budget in 1982 was

apportioned to primary leveI. Over 70% of. this amount goes

Lo supporting recurrent expenditure like teachers salaries.
It is within these contexts that the Computers in Education

Proiect of the Aqa Khan Foundation (Cnper) was conceived in

1984.
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Computers in Kenya: a loca 1 context

Computers were introduced in Kenya in the early 1960's

with the arrival- of main frames machines with microcomputers

appearing in the 1980's. Evidence of this arrival and use

is illustrated by two events" First, the existence of a

monthly, privately published journal devoted entirely to the

subject, and second, the local- assembling of microcomputers

by various locally based companies" The emergence of this
industry has however not been completely welcomed as can be

seen in an article in the Nairobi weekly news magazine, the

Week1y Review of May 11, 1990:

The absence of a well articulated policy on infor-
matics has led to a situation whereby the loca1
computer industry has been invaded by the many
vending firms (the "Week1y Review" May 11, 1990 p.
30).

The insinuation here is that a situation is arising
where many firms are moving into the computer industry in
order to cash in on its potential. Left v¡ithout guidance

and coordination, the average user wiIl be in difficulty in

making hardware and software purchase decisions. À1so in a

country where all imports are purchased in convertible cur-
rency, effective resource al-location becomes critical. This

rnay only be possible where some broad guidelines are in
effect to control hardware and software imports.
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It should be noted that computers remain part of the

modern sector of the economy, ma inly in urban areas. l"lost

of rural Kenya, where more than 80?á of the population live
has yet to experience the computer" Also, because of the

high costs of the technology, most people in urban areas are

yet to be exposed to it" In terms of diffusion and dissemi-

nation of ideas on the computer potential in education, the

majority of Kenyans are still ignorant and even mystified by

the technology. Lack of avrareness of the technology's

potential is an important consideration in any attempt to
introduce computers in schools.

The small number of schools with computers is in great

contrast to the country's 13r000 primary schools and over

21500 secondary schools, with a student enrollment of over

five million (see Table 1). When compared to the developed

world, Kenya is at a very young age as far as computers are

concerned.

À close examination of institutions having microcomput-

ers raises a number of issues (t"takau, 1988)" First, in

almost a1l institutions (including government ones) ttre

equipment has been supplied and is maintained through dona-

Lions and other private funds.
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Table 1

Number of Kenya educational
institutions using microcomputers in 1987

Level of Ed. Govt. Private Tota1

Primary - 5
Primary & Sec. 3
Secondary 7 10
Tertiary 3 6

Total- 10 20 33

Source: Makau, B. M (1988) p. I

Secondly, these computers consist of 25 different makes

in 35 different models. This factor becomes significant
when considering organízed maintenance and possibility of

pooling software" Third, import duty and sales tax make the

cost of computers in the Kenya market almost thrice the list
price in Europe and North Àmerica"

The Aqa Khan Computers in Education Proiect (Cepan)

Obiectives and qoa1s.

In the early 1980's the Aga Khan Education Service in
Kenya proposed that microcomputers be introduced into one of

its schools as a pilot projecÈ. If the project proved to be

successful, it was anticipated that it could serve as a mod-

5
3

17
I
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e1 for future innovation both

and for other interested part
(¡¿akau & Wray, 1987 ) .

its ov¡n school system

developing countries

When the project was finally approved, a consultant !¡as

recruited to oversee Phase I of the project" The project's

objective was stated to be:

To use the microcomputer in the schools to improve
the leve1 of instruction, to give teachers a new
challenge in order to revitalize them, and give
children an experience of a tool which would
af fect their lives (t'takau & Wray, 1987).

Àfter further consideration, mostly pertaining to hard-

ware and software, Phase I was set to begin with 4 Àpp1e

microcomputers with disk drives, monochrome monitors and a

printer" The site of Phase I was a privately owned school,

the Aga Khan Àcademy in Nairobi.

Bef ore the project vras implemented t.he prof essional

development of teachers was recognized as a key issue. If
the teachers were to have a cenLral role in the classroom,

"the innovatory process should concentraLe on them" (p.

573). It was thus hoped that the teachers would be able to
master the nevr equiprnent and to use it in their ov¡n teach-

ing. A sixty hour computer Iiteracy program was offered

during the initial workshop (Makau, 1987) 
"

Àfter the initial workshop, the teachers rdere expecLed

to have some understanding of microcomputer application in

inside

ies in
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the classroom and to use microcomputers on their own. A

consultant v¡as also appointed to give further guidance and

help teachers develop a liberal approach not only when using

microcomputers but also in non-computer lessons.

At the end of 2 years the program hras considered suc-

cessful" Teachers were not only using microcomputers, but

were also willing to try nev¡ ways of using them in order to
improve their approach to teaching (t"takau & wray , 1987) .

with these encouraging results, Phase II, which is the

subject of this study, was approved in 1986. It was funded

by the Àga Khan Foundation and Apple Computer Inc" through a

generous donation of hardware and software" Phase II called
for the introduction of at least five microcomputers in each

of five selecLed schools" Table 2 shows the particulars of

the schools in Phase II of CEPAK.
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Table 2

Particulars of schools in Phase II of the
Àga Khan Computers Project (Cnpax) in 1987

Name No. of Gender No. of Cíty
students teachers

Aga Khan
Àcademy 430 co-ed. 38 Nairobi

Àga Khan Sec. 420 co-ed. 28 Mombasa

Coast Girls 760 female 46 Mombasa

Ofafa Jericho
High Sch" 440 co-ed" 38 Nairobi

State House
Girls High Sch. 500 female 35 Nairobi

Source: Makau, B. M. (1988)

The objective of Phase II which covers 185 teachers and

about 21500 sLudents, $¡as to replicate the pilot project at

the Aga Khan Àcademy" The objectives were:

1. To improve the quality of teaching by in-service

teacher education using the microcomputer as a cata-

Iyst.
2" To use microcomputers as a teaching resource in

appropriate school subject topics"

3. To provide the pupils with a basic knowledge of nevr

information Lechnologies, both Lo aid them in their
studies and to make them aware of their technological

envi ronment .
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To improve the quality of the practice of school

administration through Lhe use of appropriate infor-
mation technology,

A three-tier implementation strategy was adopted. The

first stage was to develop a core team of teachers through

in-service activities who will act as initiators within the

schools. During these start-up workshops teachers ï¡ere giv-
en 60 hours "hands-on" experience. Teachers vrere allowed to
experiment with various software that relate to their teach-

ing areas . The goal of thi s act ivi ty v¡as to provide f utl
freedom to the teachers to discover for themsel-ves how best

they can use this technology. Many discovered that inte-
grating the microcomputer in their lessons would result in a

change of teaching styles and methods of ci-ass control.
These teachers acted as catalysts by creating an atmosphere

rshere views on the innovation could be freely discussed with
project co-ordinators.

In addition a programming language, called PILOT, was

taught. This allowed some of the teachers especially in

mathematics and other natural sciences to develop programs

in their respective teaching subjects for use in their
classes. This vras followed by specialized workshops for
school managers, administrators and subject teachers. Spe-

cific microcomputer apptications in word processing, spread-

sheets and data-base management were taught during this
t ime.

A,



In the second stage

school to offer technica

cussion with teachers"

technology with students

by the head teachers or
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, the director visited each projecL

I support and hold professional dis-
The third stage, the use of the

, has been left entirely to decision

individual teachers "



CHÀPTER I I

LÏ TERÀTURE

This chapter inclues the following areas: (a) a review

of studies done on the Computers in Education Project of the

Aga Khan Foundation (CgpaX), (b) a theoretical framework for
educational change and instructional technology, (c) the

implementation of a microcomputer-based curriculum, (d)

teacher attitudes towards a microcomputer-based curriculum,

and (e) hypotheses of the study,

Review of CEPAK Proiect

The International Development Research Centre

(¡"p"R"C.) and the Rockefeller foundation with the coopera-

Lion of the Àga Khan Foundation funded a systematic study of

CEPÀK (t"lakaur1988) " The purpose of the study $¡as to analyze

the extent of changes associated with the introduction of

computer technology. The research team was also expected to

make suggestions on hor.¡ the educational processes in Kenya

could be improved by lirnited use of. the nev¡ technology"
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The research was conducted on 2 levels (Makau, 1988).

The first consisted of re-analysis of data previously col-
lected during Phase I of the project, conducting a survey of

teachers and students in Phase II and interviews with key

personnel.

This first level of research provided the research team

with basic information from which to operate, Subsequent

research activity consisted of:

1. Observation of and interviews at CEPAK organized

workshops 
"

2. Observation of and interviews in the six schools

between March and October 1987 
"

3. Observation at meetings of school computer clubs"

4" Examination of school records on the use of comput-

ers.

5" Examination of CEPAK's library records and evaluation

of sof tware.

6. Interaction with program director.

Results of the study indicated that students $¡ere moti-
vated to learn because of computers. In addition the tech-

nology was found to enhance peer interaction among students.

It was also being used in the schools management in varying

degrees. Some teachers had integrated various computer

applications like word-processing of reports into their sub-
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ject areas. OveralI, the technology helped some teachers to

develop new perceptions of their jobs (t"takau, 1988)"

The study also had some negative findings" These are

that use of microcomputers had negatively affected the

learning environment by making some students passive. In

some lessons, use of microcomputers v¡as observed to be

detrimental to learning as a focused activity" There vras

also ambivalence in systematically integrating the technolo-

gy in teaching schemes"

In four of the new schools it vras found that the number

of teachers attempting to master the technology or to use it
with students actually declined during 1987. In mid July,
32% of. these teachers reported as users of technology, but

by mid October of the same year, this had dropped to 14%"

The professional staff in these schools menLioned four rea-

sons for this decline of use of the innovation: (a) Iack of

time, (b) inadequate mastery of the technology, (c) inade-

quate and/ or inappropriate software, (d) small number of

computers in relation to large classes.

In a draft report to headteachers in October 1988, the

program director identified and raised a few issues. First
how the project was affecting school life; second, staff
turnover and third, staff competence (wray, 1988). He

observed thaL, in general, CEPÀK had a positive effect on
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the schools" Many schools found that use of microcomputers

resulted in time savings" In terms of teacher/ pupil rela-
tionships there was greater mutual respect and understand-

ing. However, he noticed that most project schools had a

turnover rate of almost 50%" This meant that the project
coul-d not build on previous expertise gained during the ini-
tial workshops. I t Ì.ras f elt that schools should organize

their own professional development programs for new teachers

to make up for the high turnover" Staff competence was best

in the applications of word-processing, spreadsheets and

graphics.

Educational Chanqe and Instructional Technoloqv

FuIlan (1982) attempted to study systematically the

problem of educational change. He pointed out that while it
is right to assume that educational change is usually
desired because of benefits Lhey are thought to bring,

"cl-oser examination reveals that innovation can be adopted

for symbolic, political or personal reasons (p"22)""

The meaning of educational change may be dichotomous,

either subjective or objective (rulIan, 1982) " Subjective

meaning often occurs when proposals for change are defined

according to only one person's or group's reality. The

extent to which this is done is the extent to which problems

in implementation are met" Maintaining this view of change
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therefore presents a major barrier or constrainL t.o success-

fuI implementation 
"

Meaning of educational change can only be objective
when there is consensus on the desired outcomes. When per-

ceived in this manner, educational change will be seen to
have several dimensions to it" Lack of knowledge of these

dimensions or components provide reasons why innovations are

accepted before ful1 understanding: "Why some aspects of a

change are implernented and others are not (p. 29) ""

There are several implications of what Fullan (1992)

calls the subjective and objective realities of change which

should address: (a) rtre soundness of the proposed changes,

(b) understanding the failures of well intentioned change,

(c) guidelines for understanding the nature and feasibitity
of particular changes, (d) implications for planning, (e)

realities of status euor and (f) deepness of change, and the

guestion of valuing.

Once change has been decided upon, there are three

broad phases associated with adoption and process of change.

First is the process which leads up to the decision to go on

with the change" Second, is the first experiences, normally

2-3 years, of trying to place the program into practice"
Third, the uncertainty of direction of change whether

adopted or whether it disappears. Fultan (1982) maintains
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that, to a large extent, the following factors will be

responsible for success of any intended changes: (a) Exis-

tence and quality innovation, (b) access to information, (c)

advocacy from central control, and (d) teacher pressure or

support "

On examining the available literature one gets the dis-
tinct impression that there is a tendency f.or teachers to
resist any kind of innovation in the classroom. Daniet

(1985) reviewed why various instructional technologies have

not persisted in North American schools. He attributed this
failure to the fact that the teacher as an instrucLional
Ieader in the classroom has been largely ignored" He says

categorically that:
Nowhere in the Iiterature can I find good, solid
research on the importance of a teacher as a per-
son" In my opinion, the importance of the teacher
is second only to the importance of the student
attributes, and both are far above teaching meLh-
ods or technology (p.5) 

"

An implication of Daniel's (1985) finding which was

also pointed out by FuIIan (1982) is that success in the

utilization of instructional technology like microcomputers

in the classrooms is dependant upon what teachers think
about them" The attitudes of the teachers should therefore

be taken into account in the planning stages before imple-

mentation takes place" Teachers must be willing to make use

of the media before its use is made a policy.
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Àccording to Armsay & Dahl (1973), there are four main

reasons why teachers resist technology in the classroom,

Three are discussed here. The first is that education as an

establishment is conservative in nature. Teachers tend to

identify with traditional systems. Needham (1986) adds

that technologies have the potential of upsetting tradition-
al power relationships where teachers have traditionally
held authority and control. Cuban (1986) further suggests

that :

Teachers selection, training, and experience and
the beliefs teachers hold combine to produce a
deep seated conservatism, a reluctance to alter
prevailing practices and use mechanical devices in
classrooms" Recruitment and selection, then,
bring into the profession people who tend to reaf-
firm, rather than challenge, the role of schools,
thereby tipping the balance towards stability
rather than change (p.59) 

"

Here Cuban (1986) implies that training of teachers

should be changed to reflect the technological aspects of

instruction beyond the "occasional course in audio visual
aids that includes the conventional array of films, overhead

projectors, television and microcomputers" (p"26) 
"

The second reason discussed by Armsay & Dahl (1973) and

also supported by Ànderson & others (1986), lies in the

teacher's fear that technology may replace them rather than

supplement their efforts. They fear an invasion of their
authority in the classroom, and a possible loss of autonorny

and professional privacy, separaLion from students, and
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subsequently, downgraded position, loss of recognition and

prestige, and reduced rewards. This view is also given by

Plomp & Ely (1982), who maintain that:
The role of media and technology and a more con-
temporary one, is that of replacement. An
instructional medium can perform certain functions
without the physical presence of the teacher.
Replacement means that teaching procedures can be
handled bv media Istress mine] - (Þ.74).

On the other hand Anderson & others (1986) state that:
It is a mistake to think that the replacement of
teachers is the goal of computer education. It
should be emphasized that the teacher, if any-
thing, becomes more important in getting the most
out of the investment in computers (p.16).

The third reason for teachers's resistance to the tech-

nology of instruction is that frequently they have been

assigned a secondary role or no role at all in its planning

and use. Àrmsay and Dahl (1973) state that:
Not only is the teacher ignored in the planning,
curriculum designing and decision making, but
training in the use of the nevr media is either
inadequate or non-existent. Hence, aloofness,
hostility or active opposition (p.29).

As a result of teachers being ignored in planning, some

of the technological media have failed to achieve the

intended results" Kauffmann (1987 ) points out:

Usually it is not technology which is at fault.
It is normal defective planning" In fact, mosL of
our results from applying technology have been
disappointing. And 'technology' gets blamed when
the real culprit is lousy planning and analy-
sis.".we have to put people (teachers) in the cen-
tre of our planning and objectives, if we are to
be successful (p.72) 

"
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Florio (1987 ) seems to agree with Kauffmann (1987 ) when he

says that:
This computer 'revolution' was launched in the
manner of a typical education fad. It was pushed
from the outside with 1ittle time for planning,
few opportunities to integrate the innovation with
school- programs, or adapt it to loca1 situations,
and little or no teacher input into the selection
of equipment or naterial (p.21)"

Implicit in both Kauffmann's (1987 ) and Florio's ( 1987)

statements is that proper planning involving teachers is a

must for successful implementation of technology in the

classroom"

Mic rocomputer-based Curr iculum

It has already been pointed out elsewhere that computer

literacy is necessary for the modern society. Since to a

large extent, Lhe shape of society is determined by the kind

of education given in its schools, provision of a microcom-

puter-based curriculum will depend on whether the teachers,

who as agents of society, are willing and ready to take such

a role.

Moursund (1979) identified barriers to fu11 implementa-

tion of a microcomputer based curriculum to be: (a) Iack of

sufficient and adequate computer hardware, (b) appropriate

software, (c) appropriate courseware, (d) adequately trained
school administrators, and (e) adequate support from school

boards, parents and tax payers.
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Given f unding, t.he f i rst three are easy to overcome.

Àdequate supporL from society as represented by school

boards, parents and tax payers is often available. Àn

illustration of this can be seen in the more developed coun-

tries of Europe, Asia and North Àmerica where the computer

has permeated all aspects of 1ife. In these countries com-

munity organizations and PTA's have been involved in "com-

puter literacy" programs where working adults register in

and learn how to use microcomputers for various applica-
tions. The general public in these countries have therefore

considerable information about microcomputers. In Britain
for example, public information v¡as initially provided by

way of BBC-TV's "The Cornputer Program" and later by other

sections of the media (ptakau & Wray , 1987) .

In these countries, therefore, there t¡as a natural

development in which parents and various pressure groups

sought to have microcomputers introduced in schools" StiIl,
as it has been pointed out, any attempt to disseminate

microcomputer-based curriculum into the educational system

must first deal with the part teachers must play in the pro-

cess" Adequately trained teachers and administrators wilI
be reguired to carry out the wishes of society as far as a

microcomputer-based curriculum is concerned (eappagiannis,

Klees & Bickel, 1982), since:

Without teachers adequately prepared to use com-
puter-based technology, the best available soft-
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ware and the most up-to-date computing equipment
will remain unused" Teachers wiIl continue with
teaching practices they have found in the past or,
if pressurized make token gestures (enderson &
others, 1987 p.89) 

"

Wedman & Heller (1984) maintain that there has been

little impact of microcomputer technology because "teachers

lack the ability and the commitment necessary to arter their
instructional techniques to accommodate the computer

(p.29)." On the other hand Aquila & parish (1989) while

agreeing that microcomputer technology wilI eventually revo-

lutionize educational service, still concede that the near

term picture is far less bright. They attribute this to
inappropriate decision making compounded by teacher fear,
general mistrust and the mistaken stress on classroom com-

puter literacy programs"

Aquila & Parish (1989) further suggest that lack of use

occurs mainly because teachers are artisans with a craft
orientation rather than technology-oriented technocrats" Às

such, schools are craft curtured with certain qualities that
make them different from technologicar systems" strategies
and information relating to curturar change may therefore be

more appropriate to generate cul-tura1 change than are

instructional technologies and that any school change is
cultural change.
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Neverthel-ess, teachers should actively be involved in

the development of professional development programs relat-
ing to microcomputer-based curriculum:

Allowing teachers to have input in determining the
contents of an inservice activity is common prac-
tice. However, the input frequently is limited to
helping decide what ideas and/or skilts are to be
learned. Very seldom is there a concerted effort
to take into account the affective needs of teach-
ers. When affective needs have been considered,
the concern has usually been limited to a desire
to change attitudes rather than to use the present
attitudes as clues to determine what inservice
activities are appropriate (wedman & Heller, 1984,
p.33).

Fary (1984) suggested a staff development program com-

prising three phases in order to develop a core of microcom-

puter literate teachers. Phase one calls for obtaining sup-

port from administrators without whom the introduction of

the innovation would fail" Phase two would involve training
a computer resource people within the educational community

with the purpose of: (a) conducting professional growth

wor kshops

sof twa re

in computer Iiteracy, (b) developing effective
selection criteria, (c) making hardware selection

and co-ordinating the development of microcomputer-based

curriculum, and (d) teaching microcomputer related courses.

In the last phase, this core team will develop and conduct

18 contact hour computer literacy programs to interested

teachers,
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leacher AL!1tqdeÊ Towards Microcomputers

Several studies which I now turn to have atLempted to

empirically study problems associated with the implementa-

tion of microcomputer-based curriculum, Studies cited exam-

ined problems relating to attitudes and perceptions of

teachers "

A study by Wedman & Heller (1984) is first examined.

Their purpose was to examine the level of concern of teach-

ers about microcomputers. To do so they administered the

Stages of Concern Questionnaire (SoCQ) " This instrument was

developed as a means of measuring attitudes of individuals

towards a particular innovation" The model hypothesizes

that individuals move through different stages of concern as

they gain more experience with an innovation. The subjects

were 87 inservice Leachers enrolled in a microcomputer edu-

cation course. The instrument has seven scales to it as

follows:

Scal-e (leveI )

0 - Àwareness

1 - Information

2 - Personal

3 - Management

Concern

Unconcerned about the innovation.

Concerned about the general
characterestics of the innovation.

Concerned about the relationship
between one's role and the demands
of the innovation.

Concerned about the time,
organization and management
of the innovation

Concerned about the impact of the
innovation on student outcomes.

4 - Consequences
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5 - Collaboration Concerned about working with
others using the i.nnovat ion.

6 - Refocussing Concerned about something better
than the innovation"

Results showed that most teachers were at O, 1 and 2

leveIs. These findings had implications for those inservice
planners who may be designing programs appropriate for
teachers at varying levels of concern. For example, it
would be highly inappropriate to design a program based on

leveI 4 (conseguences) while the target teachers are at lev-
e1 1 (information). This example further emphasizes the

need for planners and those seeking to implement a microcom-

puter-based curriculum to be a!¡are of teacher attitudes and

to integrate the attitudes in designing appropriate.staff
development and inservice programs"

In an unrelated study done in England, Chandra (1984)

also investigated teacher attitudes and perceptions of a

microcomputer-based curriculum, His findings which were

similar to those of Wedman and Heller (1984), can be summa-

rized under three main headings.
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Teacher Perceotion About Computers in General

( 1 984 ) f ound that whi le there \{as an overall

think positively about computers, over half of

he studied had reservations of one kind or

another. Some had quite deeply rooted worries or criti-
that:

Chandra

tendency to

the teachers

cisms" He states

These worries had to do firstly with the possible
abuse of power that computers afford as a result
of its capabilities of storing and accessing large
quantities of personal data; and secondly with the
feelings of inadequacy that arose because of an
ignorance about computers and the terminology
used" The criticism the teachers had, included
the views that the use of computers would demand a
greater level and commitment that would be
required of them (p.27).

Some teachers who were unfavorable towards the use of com-

puters associated them only with mathematical and statisti-
caI disciplines. Others !¡ere antagonistic, perceiving the

use of computers as encouraging l-azy thinking or even worse,

as "brainwashing instruments. "

Teachers Perception Àbout Computers Teach i nq

The majority of teachers saw the computer as a teaching

aid or resource" Those favourable saw computers as useful,
quick and permitting the use of dynamic visual displays for
difficult concepts as statistics and as a means of reinforc-
ing learning through visual displays.

1n
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Some critical of computers viewed them as "marvelous

motivational tools" but had reservations about the quality
of educational software. They savr the danger of computers

encouraging nothing but game playing" Others saw them as

not suitable for work, as poor instruments of storage and

information retrieval.

There were al-so teachers v¡ho v¡ere indi f f erent to the

use of computers. They sar¡ computers as just another type

of audio-visual aid or as an aid of teaching programming.

ÀtI of these teachers were opposed to the use of computers

in teaching.

Teachers Perceptions Àbout Their Role

Teachers in this study perceived their role as chang-

ing, first in relation to the authority of the computer.

They perceived that the computer might be in control, and

were concerned for classroom organization and particularly
discipline and control. Teachers also expressed the fear

that pupils might tamper with or damage the computers.

The second way they perceived their role as changing

related to their own authority" The majority of teachers in

the study had unfavourable views about themselves as an

authority" They saw it as important to be familiar with

computers and not ignorant or inefficient in the use of

them. But thelz expressed the f eelings t.hey f eLt as "oId",
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"inadequate" and "not-practical" in acquiring the necessary

skills and knowledge to use computers.

The last way they perceived their role as changing was

in their teaching with respect to such matters as group size
and in the transmission of knowledge. The majority of

teachers saw these possible changes in their teaching situ-
ation as unfavourable.

In another study, Harmon (1986), investigated teacher

attitude towards the use of microcomputers in business edu-

cation. He constructed a Teachers' Attitude Survey Instru-
ment containing 27 items, The survey was conducted by maiI,
and 68% or a total of 267 teachers responded.

Results showed that the overall attitude of business

education teachers towards microcomputers was positive"
However none of the Leachers agreed with the statement that:
"Microcomputers software programs could effectivery replace

business education teachers." All teachers indicated a

positive attitude towards the future of. teachers in business

educat ion .

Generally, the study found that teachers vrere apprehen-

sive about incorporating microcomputers into the curricurum.

They agreed that they were not comfortable working with com-

pute'rs, but f e1t this could be reduced with additional
knowledge on how to use the computer effectively. It vras
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evident that their attitude decreased as the statements

became more restrictive in wording by using the verbs "wi11"

instead of "should."

Ingersoll, Smith & Elliot (1983) atso investigated
teacher attitudes towards the microcomputer as an instruc-
tional tool-. Tn this study, a questionnaire was sent to
41200 teachers representing a cross-section of elementary

through secondary school teachers. The response rate,
38"92%, was considered low. The questions examined in the

study and which are of concern to this study are: "What are

teacher attitudes towards microcomputers as an instructional
tool?" and "How do the teachers perceive their role ?u

Results showed that teachers were positive in their
attitude towards the computer. Respondents in the study are

reported to have been enthusiastic about the prospects of

the new technology in their classrooms. This favourabl_e

attitude ?ras reported at all teaching Ieve1s. Despite this
enthusiasm, some misgivings were stiIl expressed:

A few teachers voiced suspicions that the computer
may reduce opportunities for employment, and con-
cerns about the lack of human contact between
teacher and pupiI. Teachers felt that human
inLeraction is at the heart of school learning and
that increased use of computers could reduce that
interaction. Teachers acknowledged that they
would need extensive training before they could
take advantage of this new technology (p"31)"
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Madsen & Sebastiani (1987 ) conducted a study to measure

the changes of inservice teachers in knowledge of and atti-
tudes toward computers. The experirnental design of Lhis

study was a prettest-posttest control group design" The

subjects were 60 secondary school teachers randomly selected

from a sampling frame of 90 secondary schools. Thirtlz

teachers were randomly assigned to the treatment group who

received no formal or informal computer Iiteracy training.
The remaining 30 went through a 15 hour computer literacy
course based on an approved program.

The instrument selected for this study was the Minneso-

ta Computer Literacy and Àwareness Assessment (uCree). This

instrument has both cognitive and affective components. The

results for this study showed that the attitude of teachers

toward compuLers was significantly improved by their partic-
ipation in an inservice computer Iiteracy course. There was

no reported significanL shift in attitude among the control
group"

In two other studies, Battista & Krockover (1984) and

Robinson, Mikkelsen & Ellermeyer (1987), also used the Min-

nesota Computer Literacy and Awareness Assessment (tUCfea) as

their instrument" They sought to investigate the effects of

computer use upon the computer literacy and attitudes of

preservice elementary and early childhood teachers.
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The conclusions drawn were that an effective method for
improving preservice elementary teachers' computer literacy
and attitudes toward the computer was to involve them in

computer assisted instruction (eattista & Krockover, 1984)

or provide training on the uses of computers in instruction
(noUinson, Mikkelsen & Ellermeyer, 1987) 

"

According to Morrisey (1980), problems in implementa-

tion brought about by Leacher attitude "is not necessarily

significant if addressed properly in introductory teacher

training in CÀI"(p.50) " He outlined four principles which

he vlas conf ident that if followed, wourd influence teacher

attitude towards the rnicrocomputer. These are:

Teach the teachers to think of the computer as a gen-
eral purpose machine, not a brain.
Provide successful introductory experiences.

Emphasize the importance of good instructional
in effective CÀI.

Avoid programrning at the beginning (p.50).

des i gn

Morrisey (1980) used these principtes to teach an

introductory course on computers at a teacher training cor-
Iege. Àt the end of the course, he asked the students to
complete an anonymous ten-question attitude survey. The

answers were on a five-point Likert-type scale graded from

less positive Lo more positive. The study reported an over-
a1l- positive shift in attitudes about cAr from the beginning

of the course to the end.

2"

3,

1"

â.
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In order to examine the effect of gender, and amount of

computer experience on computer attitudes, Loyd and Gressard

(1986a) designed a study of 112 teachers enrolled in a staff
developrnent prograrn" Each partic ipant in this study was

administered the Computer Attitude Scafe at the beginning

and at the end of the staff development courses [ffris
instrument was validated in two separate studies also

reported by Loyd & Gressard ( 1 986b) I " Results indicated

that the main effects tor both computer experience and gen-

der were statistically significant. MaIes were significant-
Iy less anxious and more confident than the females. Those

teachers with between six months and one year of computer

experience and those with more than one year perceived com-

puters to be more useful than those teachers who had no pre-

vious computer experience.

These results are consistent with other results
obtained by Marshall & Bannon (1986). They designed a study

to determine the relations between computer attitudes, com-

puter knowledge, age and gender of both teachers and stu-
dents. Àn interesting finding in this study and which was

not investigated by Loyd & Gressard (1986a) was that relat-
ing to age. Their results showed that the older the respon-

dents, the more positive attitudes they had towards comput-

er5.
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Summarv of chapter

The following are highlights of this chapter:

Instructional innovation can be adopted for symbolic,

political or personal reasons as opposed to educa-

tional benefits they bring.
There is a general tendency for teachers to resist
any kind of innovation in the classroom" Several

factors are considered responsible for this: (a)

teacher attitudes and fears, (b) teacher selection,
training and experiences, and (c) lack of teacher

input in planning processes.

Barriers to fuI1 implementation of a microcomputer-

based curriculum are of two kinds: (a) hardware,

software and courseware considerations, and (b)

organizational factors. Organízational factors Iike
teacher and administrative preparedness are critical
to success of any such programs.

Teachers generally have positive attitudes towards

microcomputers.

Carefully planned inservice and/ or staff development

programs are necessary to improve teacher attitudes
and acceptance of a microcomputer-based curriculum.
Teachers who get involved in computer literacy pro-

grams generalllz have positive shifts in attitudes
towards computers,

2"

A,

6"
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7. Teachers who have microcomputer experiences of 3

months and over perceived computers to be more useful

than those teachers without any previous microcomput-

er experience.

B" Teachers who have been involved in a computer litera-
cy program usually like computers more, are less anx-

ious and more confident about computers than teachers

who have not been involved in a computer literacy
program.

Hvpotheses

Consequently, âs a result of this literature review, the

fol-Iowing hypotheses were formulated:

1" There is no difference in anxiety l-eve1s between

teachers who have had computer literacy instruction
and those who have not.

2" There is no difference in computer confidence between

teachers who have had computer literacy instruction
and those who have not "

3" There is no difference in computer liking between

teachers who have had cornputer literacy instruction
and those who have not.

4" There is no difference in perception of usefulness of

computers between teachers who have had computer tit-
eracy instruction and those who have not"
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CHAPTER I IT

METHODOLOGY

This chapter presents a description of study sites, the

research design of this study, the nature of data collected,
the data collection procedures, the samples studied, and the

limitations and delimitations of the study"

The Studv Sites

The study was conducted in two districts in Kenya,

namely, Nairobi and Mombasa. These cities are similar in
many ways. Nairobi is the capital and the largest city in

t.he country, while Mombasa is the second largest. The soci-
o-economic contexts of these tvlo cities are similar"

Àfter setting up necessary appointments with respondent

schools, the investigator administered the instrument

between May and June 1989. Since the schools are confined

v¡ithin two distinct geographical regions, travel $¡as reduced

to a minimum"

Data was first collected from Nairobi schools in the

CEPAK project; followed by control schoots (those not in
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project but matched on other variables). The same strategy
was employed with schools in Mombasa"

These locations were selected in advance by Computers

in Education Project of The Aga Khan Foundation (Cnpen) " Of

the five schools in this study, three are in Nairobi and the

remaining two in Mombasa.

The Research Desiqn

The study consisted of 2 groups of 5 schools each.

Subjects in Group 1 received formal computer literacy
instruction" The second group acted as a control for the

first group, they were therefore matched on all major char-

acterestics except the treatment. The design caIled for
measuring and comparing scores of the two groups on four

categories of the dependent variable: computer attitudes.

The five schools in the Phase II project are: Aga Khan

High School, State House Girls High School, Ofafa Jericho
(aII in Nairobi), Àga Khan Secondary School, and Coast Girls
(both in Mombasa). The control group consisted of 5

schools, three in Nai robi and two in Mornbasa " ÀII the

schools in the study are known as government schools. These

are schools whose major operating expenses are paid for by

the government through the Ministry of Education"
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The matching was done in terms of school size, number

of members on teaching staf f , and r'¡hether co-educational,
girls-on1y or boys-only institutions, Teachers in Group 1

had experience on a wide range of educational software, and

evaluation of such software in the classroom. Group 2

teachers did not have any such experience.

Tvpes of Data Collected

Data critical to the study

ence, (b) teaching experience,

instruction, (d) computer use,

by: anxiety, confidence, liking
nes5,

were: (a) computer experi-
(c) computer Iiteracy
(e) and attitudes as measured

, and perception of useful-

Subiects

This study involved two groups of teachers in selected

Kenya secondary schools " Even though each group was sup-

posed to have a sample of 100; it r1'as only possible to col-
lect data from 71 in Group 1 and 69 in Group 2. It is felt
that a response rate of 71% and 69%, for groups 1 and 2

respectively, is sufficient for this kind of study.

Group 1 consisted of teachers selected from a popula-

tion of 185 teachers distributed from five schools who had

participated in the Aga Khan Computers project. ?he inves-
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tigator did not use any random means to select subjects in

this group" In most cases twenty questionnaires were issued

to participants on behalf of the investigaLor by the teacher

in charge of the project in each particular school. Since

most of the teachers in project schools had participated in

the computer literacy programr êDy teacher v¡as eligible to

take part in the study.

In Group 2 the headteachers in each school distributed
twenty questionnaires to selected teachers. The rnain dif-
ference between the groups was that Group 1 teachers had

undergone a computer literacy program while Group 2 teachers

had not.

I n st rument

The main instrument for this study was the Computer

Attitude Scale (f,oyd & Gressard, 1986a). In addition, a

quest ionna i re developed f or thi s study Ì,¡as admin i stered to
obtain other relevant data, specifically on leve1 of use of

computers, teaching experience and academic qualifications
of respondents. The questionnaire did not require any vali-
dation since the items required responses that are matters

of fact such as teaching experience and academic qualifica-
tions. Validation studies for the Computer ALtitude Scale

was done by Loyd & Gressard in a 1986 study. Results of the

validation study showed that the scale is a reliable and
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measure of computer attitudes and that it can be used

tively in research and program evaluation contexts.

The Computer Àttitude Scale (Àppendix A) provides

scores on four subscales: computer anxiety, computer liking,
computer confidence and perception of usefulness. Each

subscale consists of 10 items which are distributed alter-
nately throughout the instrument" For this study, the for-
mat of the instrument was modified to provide easy scoring

of responses. First, the modified version had response

scale of 1-5 instead of 1-4 " On the scale, 1 r^'as equated to

"Strongly disagree", 2 lo "disagree", 3 to "neither", 4 to
"agree", and 5 to "strongly agree." The original version

did not have "neither" as a response. Second, some state-
ments vrere stated in reverse form, for example, the item,

"working with a computer does not make me nervous" appeared

in the modified version as "working with a computer makes

me nervous." The purpose of this v¡as to facilitate scoring
in such a rvay that low scores would represent high anxie-

ties, low confidence, low liking, and low perception of use-

fulness aIl meaning negative attitudes. Ànd high scores

would represent low anxieties, high confidence, much Iikinq
and high perception of usefulness all meaning positive
attitudes "

Each subscale of the instrument has a minimum score of
10 and maximum of 50 v¡ith a midpoint of 30. A three tier

rid
fec
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interpretation (arbitrary) of scores r.ras applied in such a

v¡ay that for anxiety, scores of between 10-30 represented

high anxiety, 31-40 moderate anxiety and 41-50 low anxiety

leveIs" For confidence, liking and perception of useful-
ness, scores of 10-30 were regarded as low, 31-40 moderate

and 41-50 high" This interpretation system was used only

for the purposes of this study"

Taken then that minimum score in each lever or subscale

is 10 and maximum 50 and that the variable had 4 subscales

in all; the minimum and maximum score for attitudes would

therefore be 40 and 200 respectively (i"e minimum 10 x 4

subscales and maximum 50 x 4 subscares) " Ànd since the mid-

point section between 40 and 200 is 120, scores falling
below it would represent negative attitudes and those falr-
ing above it represented positive attitudes. Negative atti-
tudes (scores under 120) meant high anxieties, low confi-
dence, low perception of usefulness and dislike of

computers" Positive attitudes (scores above 120) on the

other hand meant low to moderate anxiety, moderate to high

confidence, moderate to high perception, and moderate to
high liking, Table 3 summarizes how data shoutd be int.er-
preted.
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Iable 3

Group Raw Score Tnterpretation for
Each Subscale of Attitudes

AnNiety Confidence Liking Usefulness

Low 41 -50 1 0-30 1 0-30 1 0-30
Moderate 31 -40 3 1 -40 31 -40 3 1 -40
High 10-30 4.1-50 41-50 41-50

Note 1: All figures represent scores on the scaler e"9
High Liking is represented by scores between
41-50"

Note 2: Àttitude scores are obtained by getting the
totals of the 4 subscales. Scores below 120
represented negative attitudes, between
120 and 160, low positive attitudes, and over
160, high positive attitudes.

Data Ànalvsis

Means and frequencies for both dependant and indepen-

dent variables were analyzed to aIlow for descriptive analy-

sis of data" To determine whether the tv¡o groups in the

study were significantly different in their computer atti-
tudes, t-tests v¡ere carried out for each research question"

Though the scores on the scale may not have been indepen-

dent, it was felt that it was justifiable to act as if it.

were in this kind of exploratory study" Given that the sam-

p1e sizes r+'ere large and almost of the same size, it seemed

unlikely that there are any threats to the conclusions.
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Limitation and Delimitations of Studv

Two limitations have been identified" First, since the

investigator did not assign teachers randomry to the treat-
ment groups, observed differences between the groups could

be atLributable to other variables not controlled in the

study. Second, results of the study should be viewed from a

Third World point of view thus caution should be taken in
generalizíng the resulis to a different setting"

Teachers participating in the study's control group did
not have any prior microcomputer literacy instruction and

all teachers in the experimental group had a minimum of 60

hours of microcomputer literacy instruction. However, it
cannot be rured out that there was systematic bias in those

who participated in the study, especialty in Group 1, with
those favourable towards microconputers participating and

those unfavorable declining to participate in the study.

Sti1l, given that the sample sizes were large, it was hoped

that the conclusions !¡ere va1id"

While some studies

of relationships between

this study deliberately
tate their testing. Thi

not see any educational

reviewed indicated the possibility
gender, age and computer attitudes,

did not collect any data to faciti-
s was because the investigator did

significance of such information,
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F I NDI NGS

This chapter presents the descriptive and inferential
analysis of the data collected for the study" The descrip-
tive analysis are discussed to give an overall perspective

of. findings. Results of inferential analysis (t-tests) are

presented to test the research hypotheses 
"

Details of the descriptive analvsis

This section presents the descriptive overview of both

the independent and dependent variables. Independent vari-
ables included teachers academic qualifications, profession-

a1 qualifications, teaching experience and computer experi-
ence. The f our subscales of the dependent variable r,Iere:

(a) anxiety, (b) confidence, (c) liking, and (d) perception

of usefulness" Data relating to microcomputer use among

teachers in the study are also tabulated" Freguencies,

means, maximum and minimum scores are tabled to aid in anal-
ysis.
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Details of the descriptive analysis

Tab1e 4 shows the frequencies and categories of academ-

ic qualifications for teachers in both groups. It can be

seen that teacher qualification in each group are closely
matched. For example, 38 teachers (53"5%) in Group 1 and 36

teachers (52.2%) in Group 2 had B,Ed" qualifications.

Tab1e 4

Academic Qualif ications of
Teachers in the Study

Group 1

No. %

Group 2
No. %Type

B.Ed. 38 53.5 36 52.2
B"A/ B"Sc " 1 1 15.5 13 18,8
M"A/ M"Ed" 3 4"2 1 1.4
Dip " Ed. 19 26 "8 19 27 .s

Total 71 100.0 69 100"0

In Kenya, a B.Ed. is considered to be both an academic

and professional minimum qualification for teaching at the

high school Ievel. while those with other qualifications
such as B"A or B.Sc. may be employed as teachers, their cer-
tification is only for a temporary period pending formal

teacher qualification such as Dip. Ed" A Diploma in Educa-
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tion is a distinct program for those with or h'ithout degrees

who wish to join the teaching profession.

Tab1e 5 shows that 49 of Lhe teachers (69%) in Groups 1

and 46 (66"7%) in Group 2 were "trained teachers." These

figures indicate that orofessional qualifications of teach-

ers in the two groups are comparable. OnIy a small number

of teachers in each group (item: Graduate untrained) may be

regarded as non professionals since they lack formal teacher

training"

Table 5

Professional Qualifications
of Teachers in the Study

Type
Group

No.
Group 2
No. %

1
o/
/o

Graduate trained
Graduate untrained
Àpproved
Dip. Ed.

49
4
3

15

69.0
5"6
4"2

21 .1

46"0
6"0
4"0

13"0

66.7
8"7
5"8

18"8

TotaI 71 100.0 69 100.0
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Table 6 shows teaching experience of teachers in the

study" Almost 82% of teachers in Group i had teaching

experiences of more than 3 years" This is slightly less for
teachers in Group 2 (62"3%)" Taken together, 93% of teach-

ers in Group t have teaching experiences of 2 or more years.

This figure is considerably lower for group 2 teachers at

68%"

Table 6

Teaching Experience of
Teachers in the Study

Length
Group 1 Group 2

No" % No" %

Between 1 and 2 yrs. 3 4.2 14 20"3
Between 2 and 3 yrs" I 11.3 4 5.8

Tota I 71 100.0 69 100"0
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While Group 2 teachers v¡ere chosen on the basis of no

microcomputer experience and no microcomputer use (tables 7

and B); the length of microcomputer experience in Group 1

teachers varied from none (q teachers), less than six months

(26 teachers); between six months and one year (1+ teachers)

and over one year (Zl teachers). Those teachers who after
the initial computer literacy workshop did not again use the

microcomputers were considered as having no computer experi-
ence "

Table 7

Computer Experience beyond introductory
Microcomputer Workshop of Teachers in the Study

Group 1 Group 2
Length No. % No. %

Non 4 5"6 69 100"0

6 months - 1 year 14 19"7

TotaI 71 100.0 69 100"0
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Results of computer use are presented in Table 8. Com-

puter use was regarded as actual use of a microcomputer for
some defined purpose other than playing of games, It can be

seen that almost 82% of teachers in Group 1 used computers

at least once pe; week.

Table I
Average no. of times per week that

Teachers in the Study used Microcomputers

Group 1 Group 2
No. % No. %

Non 7 9"9 69 100"0
1-3 times/ week 58 81 "7

ToLaI 71 100.0 69 100"0
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Table 9 shows anxiety scores for all t,eachers in this
study. Two teachers in Group 1 and 20 teachers in Group 2

had high anxiety towards computers. Eighteen teachers in

Group 1 and 46 teachers in Group 2 had moderate anxiety.

Table 9

Computer Ànxiety Scores for
Teachers in the Study

ScaIe Leve l
Group 1

No. %

Group 2
No. %

10
26

-25
30

TotaI

- 35
- 40

Tota I
45
s0

Total

High
High

High

Moderate
Moderate

Moderate

Low
Low

Low

7

13
35

4B

11
5

-T6--

20
35

-:=-
55

11
3

29 "050"7
_Ð

16"0
4"3

2
5

2"8
7.1

31
36

9"9

18"3
49.3

67 "6

11"s
7.0

T -Zo.¡

41
46

18 .5

Total 71 100.0 69 'r00.0

Maximum Score
Minimum Score
Means

50
22
37 "45

38
15
27 "28

WhiIe no teacher

or 8 "5% of. teachers in

score for Group 1 was

27 "3 (hish).

in Group 2 had low

Group t had them"

37 "5 (moderate) for

anxiety scores, 16

The mean anxiety

Group 2 this r¡as
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Table '1 0 shows computer conf idence scores of teachers

in this study. Results show that 14 teachers in Group t had

low confidence. This sharply contrasts with results of

Group 2 where 64 (93%) reported low confidence in using com-

puters" Àgain, while no teacher in Group 2 had high confi-
dence, 12 teachers in Group 1 reported high confidence, The

mean confidence level for Group 1 was moderate (35.6) and

Ìow for Group 2 (25.9) 
"

Tab1e 1 0

Results Showing Scores on Computer
Confidence of Teachers in the Study

Group 1 Group 2
Scale Level No. % No. %

10 25 Low 3 4"2 23 33"4
26 30 Low 11 15.5 41 59.5

Total Low 14 19 .7 64 92 .9

31 35 Moderate 17 24.0 4 5,7
36 40 Moderate 28 39.4 1 1 .4

Total Moderate 45 63 "4 5 7 "1

41 45 High 9 12"7
46 - 50 Hish 3 4"2

rotal High T -@ T- -

Tota 1 71 100.0 69 100"0

Max, Score
Min. Score
Means

48
tõ
35.55

37
tt
25 "91
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No teacher in Group 2 expressed a strong dislike for
computers (see Tab1e 11). However, in Group 1, 2 teachers

scored very low when it came to liking computers. Forty
three teachers in Group 1 and 45 teachers in Group 2 had a

moderate liking for computers. sixteen teachers in Group 1

and 2 ín Group 2 expressed a strong liking" The mean riking
scores were 37 (moderate) and 34 (moderate) for Group I and

2 respectively"

Table 11

Scores of Computer Liking for
Teachers in the Study

Scal-e Leve I
Group 1

No. %

Group 2
No. %

10
26

31
36

25
30

TotaI

35
40

Total

45
50

Total-

Low
Low

Low

Moderate
Moderate

Moderate

High
Hi gh

Moderate

2.8
14"1

-T6--

16 "9
43 "7

-6õ"6

18"3
4"2

20 " 3

7õ'." 3

44 "931"9

76J-
2"9

T

2
10

_T
12
31

E_
13

3

-î6-

14

14

31
22

41
46

53

2

22 "5

TotaI 71 100"0 69 100 " 0

Max " Scores
Min. Scores
ivíean s

48
22
36.54

42
27
34 "06
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Scores for perception of usefulness for both groups

vrere nearly the same as can be seen in Table 12" The mean

score for Group 1 was 37"62 (moderate) and for Group 2 was

36"80 (moderate).

Table 12

Scores of Perception of Usefulness
of Computers among Teachers in the Study

Scale LeveI
Group 1

No. %

Group 2
No. %

10
26

41
46

9

11
27

25 Low
30 Low

Total Low

35 Moderate
40 Moderate

TotaI Moderate

- 45 High
50 High

Total High 33 " I 14

3
6

4.2
8.5

rer
15.5
38.0

i.,
-T
34.8
37 .7

w
14.5
5"8

m

5

5

24
26

31
36

38

20
4

Ê.) tr

28 "25.6

50

10
4

24

TotaI 71 100.0 69 100.0

Max. Scores
Min" Scores
Means

49
17
37 "62

47
27
36.80
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Àfter alL the scores were totaled to provide attitude
scores (table 13), it was found that 5 teachers (8%) in

Group t had negative attitudes towards computers (Scores of

120 or less on the scale). In Group 21 27 teachers or near-

Iy 40% reported negative attitudes. WhiIe no teacher in
Group 2 had a hiqh positive attitude (scores above 160 on

Lhe scale), 15 teachers or nearly 23% in Group t had high

positive attitudes towards computers.

Despite this, the average scores for attitudes for each

group was low positive (scores between 120-160) with Group 2

having a mean score of 124.20 and Group 2 having a mean

score of 146"89"
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lable 1 3

Total Scores of Comput.er
Attitudes of Teachers in the Study

Sca1e Leve1
Group 1 Group 2

No" % No. %

40 1 00 Negat ive 2 2 "8 2 2.9
1 01 120 Negative 3 4,2 25 36.2

Total Negative 5 7"0 Tl El
121 140 Low Positíve 18 25"4 35 50.8
141 1 60 Low Positive 32 45 " 1 7 10 "1

Total Low Pos i t i ve 50 7 U5 42 _60 J
161 180 High +ve 13 18.3
181 200 High +ve 3 4.2

Total High +ve 16- æ 
- 

-

Total 71 .100"0 69 100"0

Max. Scores
Min. Scores
Means

189
91

146"89

151
90

124 "20
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. Results of Inferential Statistics

TabIes 14-18 present results of t-test procedures.

These are organized under separate headings for each of the

dependent variables.

Table 14 shows the t-test results for the dependent

variable, computer anxiety" According to this result there

is a significant difference in anxiety between the two

groups. Given the earlier noted limitation in this kind of

exploratory study, the null hypothesis that there was no

difference in anxiety between the 2 groups was rejected at
P< 0.05 with degrees of freedom 70 and 68"

Table 14

Results of t-test analysis of
Computer Anxiety for Teachers in the Study

Group N Mean Std. Dev. Std. Error t

1 71 37"45 5"19 0"62 12"58*
2 69 27 .28 4 "36 0 "52

*P< 0.05 df 70 and 68
significant at alpha=0.05
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The t-test results for confidence (rable 15) also show

a significant difference between the two groups on this
variable at alpha=O,05" The null hypothesis that there was

no difference between the two groups in anxiety was there-
fore rejected at P< 0"05 with 70 and 68 degrees of freedom.

Tab1e 1 5

ResuLts of t-test analysis of
Computer Confidence for Teachers in the Study

Group N Mean Std. Dev. Std. Error t

1 71 35.55 5.50 0.65 11.44r,
2 69 25.91 4.42 0 " 53

* P< 0.05 df 70 and 68
Signi f icant at alpha=0 " 05
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While the mean difference for computer liking.between

Group 1 and Group 2 was so small (less than 3) significance
was found at alpha=O.05" This meant that the groups dif-
fered significantly in their liking for computers (see Table

16) " The null hypothesis that there was no difference in
liking between the two groups hras therefore rejected at p<

0,05 wiLh 70 and 68 degrees of freedom"

TabIe 16

Results of t-test analysis of
Computer Liking among Teachers in the Study

Group N Mean Std. Dev. Std. Error t

1 71 36.s3 5"32
2 69 34"0 3"62

0.63 3"21t
0.43

* P< 0"05 df 70 and 68
Significant at alpha=0.05
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Table 17 shows t-test results of the variable, Percep-

tion of Usefulness. This result meant that the groups did

not differ significantly in their perception of usefulness

of computers" The null hypothesis that there was no differ-
ence in perception of usefulness between the two groups at

P< 0.05 with 70 and 69 degrees of freedom was retained.

Table 17

Results of t-test analysis of
Perception of Usefulness of

Computers among Teachers in the Study

Group N Mean Std. Dev. Std. Error t

1 71 37.62 6.10 0.72 0.89*
2 69 36.80 4.70 0.56

* P> 0"05 df 70 and 68
Not significant at alpha=0"05
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when comparing toLal computer attitudes (table 18) the

investigator found the mean difference vras large at 22"69"

Despite the mean scores all falling under the leve1 of "Ior+

positive attitude, " ( i.e scores between 120-160 on the

scale), the groups differed significantly in their attitudes
towards computers at alpha=0.05. The nuII hypothesis that
there was no difference in attitudes between the 2 groups

vras therefore rejected at P <0.05 with 70 and 68 degrees of

f reedom "

Table 1 I
Results of t-test analysis of

Computer Àttitudes for Teachers in the Study

Group N Mean Std. Dev" Std. Error

71
69

146 "89
124 "20

18. 99
11.93

2 "25
1 .44

8.49*

* P< 0"05 df 70 and 58
Signi f icant at alpha=0. 05



CHÀPTER V

DTSCUSSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS

This chapter presents the summary of the findingsr dis-
cusses the educational implications of these findiogs, and

gives recommendations for educational improvement and sug-

gestions for further research.

Summarv of the Findinqs

The major hypothesis for this study was that there is
no difference in attitudes between teachers who have had

microcomputer literacy instruction and those who have not

received such instruction. This study showed that there

indeed are differences in attitudes between the two groups

of teachers "

Operational definition of attitudes made it necessary

for its subdivision into 4 subscales namely: (a) anxiety
towards computers, (b) confidence in using computers, (c)

liking of computers, and (d) perception of usefulness of

microcompuLers in educational systems. Nul1 hypotheses were



formulated for each of the subscales. Each subsca

measured a component of attitudes, with sum of aII
providing measurements for attitudes. Hypotheses

cales r/rere that:
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Ie thus

subscales

for subs-

There is no difference in anxiety between teachers

who have had microcomputer literacy instruction and

those who have not received such instruction
There is no difference in confidence between teachers

who have had microcomputer literacy instruction and

those who have not received such instruction.
There is no difference in liking for computers

between teachers who have had microcomputer literacy
instruction and those who have not received such

instruct ion.

There is no difference in perception of useful-ness

between teachers who have had microcomputer literacy
instruction and those who have not received such

instruction.

The first three null hypotheses were arl rejected at p<

0.05. These results indicated that indeed there hrere dif-
ferences in anxiety, confidence, and liking as they rerated
to microcomputers. This study found no sufficient grounds

to reject the null hypothesis that there was no difference
between the two groups in their perception of usefulness of
microcomputers in the educational systems.

1"

)

3.

4.
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Àf ter tot.al scores were obtained and anar-yzed, it r,Ias

found that the 2 groups of teachers differed significantly
in their total attitudes towards computers. The nuI1

hypothesis that there were no differences in attitudes was

therefore rejected at p< 0.0S.

Educational Implicat ions

Àttitude differences between the qroups

Even though results showed that there were significant
differences in attitudes between the groups, both groups

reported positive attitudes. This is consistent with the
riterature that teachers generarly have positive attitudes
towards microcomputers 

"

Significant differences in attitudes v¡ere attributed to
the f act that one group of teachers !^¡as involved in a f ormal

microcomputer literacy program which probably resulted into
a positive shift in their attitudes. This finding agrees

with the literature notabry, Madsen & sebastian (1997); Bat-
tista & Krockover (1984); Robinson, Mikkelsen & Ellermeyer
(1987), among others.

Findings of significant differences in attitude subs-

cales of computer anxiety, confidence and tiking were arso

consistent with literature. However, contrary to what Loyd

& Gressard (1985a) found in their sÈudy Lhat t.eachers with
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some computer experience (e months, -1 year and over 1 year )

perceived computers to be more useful than those who had no

previous computer experience, this study found no evidence
to support this" rnstead, it r¡ras f ound that there were no

differences in perception of usefurness of microcomputers

between teachers with no experience and those with 3 months,
6 months or even 1 year experience. whereas microcomputer
literacy instruction with subsequent experience seemed

responsibre for differences in anxiety, confidence, and lik-
ing, it had no bearing on perception of its usefulness.

It is reasonable to suggest that anxiety, confidence
and liking of a technological innovation such as a microcom-
puter, indeed anything that requires some revel of exper-
tise, will be affected by prior training in its use and

subsequent exposure to it. This may not, on the other hand,
be true for perception of usefulness as resurts in this
study indicated"

À more likery factor would be revel of education. This
may have played a larger part in influencing perception of
usef urness. Given that on average, teachers are well ed.u-

cated people, most with university degrees and dipLomas, it
wirl not be surprising that their exposure to information
through the media, for example, wourd shape the way they
perceive things. unfortunatery, data obtained in this study
could not produce concrusive evidence about this, since
teachers in both groups had comparabre levels of education.
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Recommendat i ons

Even though this study only investigated the effect of
teacher aLtitudes tov¡ards microcomputers, the study as a
r+'hore has implications for the future of information tech-
nology in Kenya. Recommendations wilr not just dear with
changing or improving teacher attitudes, but the larger
field of information technology in the country.

Proceeding on the assumption that future socio-economic

development of a country wil-l, to a large extent, depend on

the degree to which its information technorogy has been

developed, it is hoped that the folrowing suggestions if
followed through will: (a) rncrease public av¡areness of com-

puter technology, its usefulness and capabilities; (b)

Result into many schoors/ colleges offering programs on

microcomputer technology/ applicationsi (c) Increase avail-
ability and accessibirity of hardware and software to a

larger section of the community. The investigator came up

with five recommendations on how the dissemination of infor-
mation technology courd be improved within the Kenya set-
ting:

RECOMMENDATION ONE

Kenva secondarv schoor teacher traininq shourd include a

course in microcomputer applications in education.
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once teacher trainees are exposed to this technology
v¡hile sti1l at university, they wirl learn to view microcom-

puters as useful education toors. They wirl begin to depend

on them to accomplish various tasks. passing on these atti-
tudes and skills to other learners will therefore be onry
part of the total learning strategy which they have been

trained in.

while spending rarge sums of money on the cEpAK pilot
project may be useful in some vraysr long term benefits are
guestionabre. Research on the project has already shown

that there is a large staff turnover (wray, 19gg), This
wourd not be the case if atl teachers had exposure to the
technorogy while at co1lege. However, it shoul_d be conceded

that for this to succeed there must be policy guiderines set
out by the government.

RECOMMENÐÀTION TWO

The Ministrv of Education shourd come forward with a clear
policy on information technoloqv in the education system.

vlhereas Kenyar âs a member of the commonwearth, vras a

signatory to the 1987 policy guiderine on information tech-
norogy by the commonwearth secretariat, nothing seems to
have been done rocally to provide guidelines" The current
high school curriculum is so extensive that little time is
left for other activities other than those specified. A
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comprehensive poricy statement from Lhe ministry will noL

onry provide guidelines on issues such as hardware and soft-
ware, but al-so ensure that time is made avairabre, within
the high school curricurum, for the dissemination of appro-
priate skills and knowredge as far as information technorogy

is concerned.

RECOMMENDATION THREE

Microcomputers should be promoted as a useful
qeneral public,

tool- to the

The government of Kenya should promote use of microcom-

puters as a useful tool to the general public. rt was seen

in this study that apart from schools in the cEpÀK project
and some private schoors, microcomputers have not been a
feature in the Kenyan society" rt is a totally "foreign"
innovation whose use is restricted to a few in business and

industry. Pubric education will therefore serve the purpose

of dispelling some of the fears associated with such tech-
nology, and arso aid in demystifying the technology to the
majority,
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RECOMMENDÀTTON FOUR

The qovernment should consider reducinq the hiqh sales tax
and duties currentlv imposed on imported computer hardware

and software.

This will reduce the cost to users, whether individuals
or schools" This will also go arong way to ensure that
hardware and software is affordable even by the poorest

schools.

RECOMMENDATTON FIVE

The Ministrv of Education shourd establish a Kenyan Micro-
computer Information Centre"

Such a facility, which should have a consultant, will
serve several purposes such as: (a) providing information
on computers to those who are interested, (b) organizing
workshops, and conferences on information technology, (c)

consulting with Kenya rnstitute of Education in pranning and

deveJ-oping a microcomputer-based curriculum for the educa-

tionar system and in the preparation of instructional
materials on the technology"
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Suqqestions for Further Research

These suggestions are made on the assumption that the
Kenya government does adopt a comprehensive poricy guideline
on information technology in the country. A policy guide-
line will ensure that Kenya is not reft behind in the devel-
opment of a society that is not only computer l_iterate but
also knowredgeable and skiLled in the generar area of infor-
mation technology.

rf a program on microcomputer apprication is to be

offered to arr secondary schoor teacher trainees, a study
should be carried out by the rerevant authorities to deter-
mine the kind of program and the implications of implement-
ing it in terms of finances and man pov¡er needs. In addi-
tion, the Kenya rnstitute of Education, which has the sole
responsibility of curriculum development should carry out a

study to see how best microcomputers can be integrated in
the secondary school curriculum.



ÀPPENDIX

( i ) Ouest ionnai re
1, Name of School

PIease check (/ ) whichever is applicable:

2 " Gender:

(1) Male (

(2) Female (

3 " To which age

( 3 ) 20-30

(4) 31-40

(s) 41-s0

(6) over 50

group do you belong?

()

()

()

4. Your academic qualifications:
(7) B.Ed ( )

(8) B"A/B.sc. ( )

(e) M"A/M"Ed. ( )

(10) other ( ). please indicare

Your professional qual i f ications:
(11) Graduate trained ( )

5.
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(12) Graduate untrained ( )

(14) Àpproved teacher status ( )

(15) s"1 ( )

(16) Other ( )" please indicate

6" No of years you have been teaching:
(17) Less than 1 year ( )

(18) 1-Z years ( )

(19) 2-3 years ( )

(20) >3 years ( )

7. Indicate which subjects you teach:

(i) (ii) (iii)

8" Have you ever attended workshops on computer literacy?
(21) yes ( )

(22) No ( )

rf your answer to question I above is yes, answer guestions 9

and 10" If No go to question 11"

9" List seminars or workshops you have attended on computer

literacy in the spaces below.

Semi nar/Workshop Approx" Dates

(i)

(ii)
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(iii)

( iv)

10" Indicate whether the seminar and/or workshop covered the
following:

(a) Familiarization with general capabilities of
microcomputers: yes( ) No( )

(b) Providing a "hands-on" experience on microcomputers:

Yes( ) No( )

(c) specific apprications of microcomputers to your

subject area:
yes( ) No( )

(d) Developing software/ courseware for your own subject
area:

yes( ) No( )

11. Your experience with microcomputers is:

Q3) No experience ( )

(24) Less than 6 months ( )

(25) 6 months to 1 year ( )

Q6) 1 year and over ( )

12" How of ten do you use rnicrocomputers?

(27) Never ( )

(28) 1-3 times a week ( )
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(29) 4 and more times a week ( )
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(ii) CoMPUTER ATTTTUDE SCÀLE

In the following section, rate yourseLf on the 1_5

scale by circling the score that best describes the extent
to which you agree or disagree with each statement.

On this scale:

f . implies you stronqly disasree,
2" implies you disaqree,
3" implies you neither disaqree nor asree,
4" implies you agree, and

5" implies you stronglv asree.

1. Computers do not
scare me at all: 1 2 3 4 5

2" I am good with
computers: 1 Z 3 4 5

3. I would tike working with
computers: 1 2 3 4 5

4" I will use computers many
vrays in my life: 1 2 3 e 5

5" Working with a computer
does not make me nervous: 1 Z 3 4 5

6" Generally, I would feel
O"K" about trying a nev¡
Problem on the computer: 1 Z 3 4 5

7 " The challenge of solving
problems r¡ith computers
appeals to me: 1 2 3 4 s

8" Learning about computers
isnoLawasteof Èime: 1 2 3 4 s

9 " I do not feel threatened
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when others talk about
computers: 1 2 3 4 5

1 0. I think I would do
advanced computer work: 1 2 3 4 5

1'l . I think working with
computers would be
enjoyableand 1 2 3 4 5stimulating:

12" Learning about computers
is worthwhile: 1 2 3 4 5

13. I feel attracted toward
computers: 1 2 3 4 5

14. I am sure I could do
workwithcomputers: 1 Z 3 4 5

15. Figuring ouL computer
problems appeals to mei 1 Z 3 4 5

16. I will need a firm
mastery of computers for
my future work: 1 2 3 4 S

17. It wouldn't bother me at
all to take computer
courses: 1 Z 3 4 5

18, I am the type to do weII
with computers: 1 Z 3 4 5

19" When there is a problem
with a computer run that
I can't immediately solve,
I would stick with it
until I have the answer: 1 2 3 4 s

20 " I expect to have much use
lgr computers in my daily
life: 1 z 3 4 s

21 " Computers make me feel
comfortable: 1 2 3 4 5

22. I am sure I could 1earn
a computer languagei 1 2 3 4 s

23 " f understand how some
people can spend so much
time working with comput-
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ers and seem to enjoy it: 1 2 3 + 5

24" I can think of many
ways of using computers
in my career: 1 2 3 4 5

25" I would feel at ease
inacomputerclass: 1 Z 3 4 s

26" I think using a computer
would be very easy for
me: 1 2 3 4 5

27. Once I sLart to work with
the computer, I would
find it hard to stop: 1 Z 3 4 5

28" Knowing how to use
computers will enhance
my career aspirations: 1 2 3 4 5

29. I get a good feeling
when I think of trying
to use a computer: 1 2 3 4 5

30" I could geL good grades
ln computer courses: 1 2 3 4 5

31. I will do as much work
with computers aspossible: 1 2 3 4 5

32" There are many things
which I can't do buÈ
the computer can: 1 2 3 4 5

33. I would feel comfortable
working r+ith a computer: 1 2 3 4 5

34. I do think I could
handle a computer
course: 1 2 3 4 5

35. If a problem is left
unsolved in a computer,
I would continue to
thinkaboutitafterward:1 2 3 4 5

36. It is important to me to
do well in compuLer
r-J¡ce' r 1 . n.r¿J+5

37. Computers make me feel
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goodandconfident: 1 Z 3 4 5

38, I have a lot of self-
confidence when it comes
to working with computers:1 2 3 4 s

39, I do enjoy talking with
others about computers: 1 2 3 4 5

40" Working with computers
will be important to me
in my life's work: 1 2 3 4 5
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